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The conversions in the workbook assume the aerosol particles to be spherically symmetric, 
singly charged and located in the air. The symbols and units of physical quantities are 
explained in the control form (see the screenshot below). The problematic concept of 
nanoparticle diameter is not discussed, the user can find explanations from publications e.g. 
Mason (1984), Tammet (1995) and Tammet (2012b). 
Depending on the Excel settings, opening the file "Particle mobility calculator.xls" may 
display a question about admissibility of macros. If you are sure that the file is authentic, 
enable macros. Now the spreadsheet should appear and you can press Ctrl+M (a less 
convenient universal alternative is Alt+F8 and Run) to launch the control form: 
 
 
While the control form is open, the spreadsheet will stay frozen. If you wish to resize or move 
the Excel window or enter data into the spreadsheet, click "EXIT" in the control form, 
perform the necessary actions and press Ctrl+M again to reopen the control form. 
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The control form contains 21 control boxes and 8 command buttons. The control boxes are 
pre-filled with sample data, which can be edited anreplaced by the user with necessary data. 
The frame "Number of rows" contains one control box, which affects any action launched 
with the command buttons. This box should never be left empty. 
The frame "Generate data" helps to fill columns with progressions. It contains 4 control boxes 
and two command buttons. The progressions can be incr asing, constant, or decreasing. A 
constraint is that the first and last values of a geometric progression must be positive numbers. 
If you are not satisfied with the first result, then the operation can be repeated several times 
with changed control data. If you do not change the sample data and click "Generate 
geometric progression", then the cell A1 will contai  the header "d:nm" and the cells 
A2...A17 will contain a logarithmic series of particle diameters: 0.316, 0.398, 0.501.....,7.94, 
and 10. This is a standard way to introduce typical problems about size-mobility functions. 
The lower part of the control form below the frame "Generate data" contains 16 control boxes 
and 6 command buttons, which allow carry out 4 possible conversions: 
 
Button Arguments Result Constraints 
d ==> m d, rho m no 
m ==> d m, rho d no 
d ==> Z d, p, T, rho Z 0.3 nm ≤ d ≤ 1000 nm 
Z ==> d Z, p, T, rho d 0.0001 cm2V–1s–1 ≤ Z ≤ 5 cm2V–1s–1 
The four conversion buttons are initially deactivated and shown in gray. They will activate 
with a click on the button "Read control data". This button checks the contents of all control 
boxes and displays the values on the status bar of the spreadsheet. After any conversion the 
conversion buttons will again be deactivated and the user must click "Read control data" 
before every new conversion operation. 
Diameter-mobility conversions can be carried out with several options: 
• plain Millikan equation (diameter extension = 0), 
• constant-updated Millikan equation with arbitrary diameter extension up to 3 nm, 
• function-updated Millikan equation according to Tammet (2012a), 
• function-updated Millikan equation with user-written algorithm of diameter extension, 
• approximation by Tammet (1995). 
Three slip factor coefficients are pre-filled according to the standard ISO 15000. The values 
written in the control boxes are used in all mobility models including the model with the code 
1995. This means a small deviation from the original algorithm published in paper by 
Tammet (1995), where different slip factor coefficients were used. 
The frame "Quantities" contains 12 control boxes for six quantities p, T, rho, d, m, and Z. Any 
quantity can be specified as a constant or as a tabulated variable, which values are written in a 
certain column of the spreadsheet. If the value box contains a number then the quantity is 
interpreted as a constant. If the value box contains  letter A...Z (or a...z, the letters are not 
case sensitive) then the quantity is interpreted as a variable and its values are addressed to the 
corresponding column of the spreadsheet. The column of the result of conversion may be 
initially empty of filled. In the last case the old content of the column will be replaced with 
new results. 
The content of a header box is used only when the quantity is a result of calculation. In this 
case the calculated values are placed into the indicated column and marked with the indicated 
header in the first row. If a quantity is an argument then the content of the header box is 
ignored. Thus the three first header boxes (p, T, and rho) are redundant and never used while 
the assortment of control buttons is not extended in the future development of the macro. 
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Example 1 
The starting point is an empty spreadsheet. p = 1000 and T = 10 are considered as constants. 
Two columns will be filled with generated data and 4 columns with results of calculations.  
Six operations are described in a brief protocol: 
1) Column B, header d:nm, first value 0.31622, last  value 10 
   Generate geometric progression 
2) Column C, header rho:g/cm3, first value 2.1, las t value 1.1 
   Generate geometric progression 
3) Extension 0.3, quantities d : B (header d), Z : D (header Z03)  
   Read control data, d ==> Z 
4) Extension 1995, quantities rho = 1.5 (rho), d : B (d), Z : E (Z95/1.5)  
   Read control data, d ==> Z 
5) Extension 1995, quantities rho = C (rho), d : B (d), Z : F (Z95/var)  
   Read control data, d ==> Z 
6) Extension 0.3, quantities rho = C (rho), d : G ( d95v/03), Z : F (Z95/var)  
   Read control data, Z ==> d 
7) EXIT 
Explanation: the last part of operation 6 "Z : F (Z95:var) " means that in the frame of 
quantities the values of Z are to be taken from column F of the spreadsheet, where the header 
is shown as Z95:var . Z is an argument of operation Z ==> d  and its header is actually not 
used. The result is d, which header 95v/03  in column G marks the diameter translated from 
a modified (variable density) Tammet 1995 model back ccording to a constant-updated 




The problem is to study the effect of temperature on m bility of fixed size particles. Change 
the number of rows to 21 and fill the control boxes of the generator in the following way: A, 
Celsius, –50, 50. Click "Generate arithmetic progression", mark the diameter as a constant 
and associate mobility with column B. Click "Read control data" and d ==> Z, and use the 
data in columns A and B for drawing a diagram, which shows dependence of mobility on the 
temperature. Next, the columns C, D, ... can be filled with temperature diagrams for particles 
of different sizes, which allows to get several temp rature-mobility curves in one diagram. 
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User-written algorithm of diameter extension 
An advanced user can open the macro Mob_size for editing and enter the code for calculating 
the diameter extension for a function-updated Millikan model, the principle of which is 
explained by Tammet (2012a). The raw macro contains a prepared frame of the function: 
Private Function User_extension() As Double 
Dim y As Double 
User_extension = 0 'temporary replacement 
End Function 
Here the result is zero, which provides the same result as the plain Millikan model. When 
developing the function the values of global variables t_val, p_val and rho_val can be used. 
An example is the neighbor function of diameter extension for the model with code 2012: 
Private Function delta2012() As Double 
Dim y As Double 
y = d_val + 0.00135 * t_val - 1.28 
delta2012 = 0.611 - 0.205 * Exp(-2.4 * y * y) - 0.0 71 / d_val 
End Function 
